PITCH DECK

YOUR SUCCESS
SHOULD BE
SATISFYING!
At Entrepreneur Aligned, we work with clients to help elevate
the opportunities their business and success have provided.
We are a pioneering wealth management firm specifically
designed to serve entrepreneurs. Our job is to help you make
important decisions and align your business financial success
with enduring personal wealth strategies so that you live a
happy life all the way through.
Our passion is to bring your intentions and aspirations to life
while giving your success greater significance.

WHY DO WE EXIST
THE GOAL OF LIFE IS TO BE HAPPY.
We know what makes us happy; doing work we ﬁnd to be meaningful, spending time with people
we care about, and being part of something bigger than ourselves. Entrepreneurship allows you
to best pursue happiness because you are not dependent on trading time for money which allows
you to ﬁt your work around your happiness and you build equity along with cash flow as you go.
Owning equity allows you to change your life quickly without sacriﬁcing the other pieces of
happiness that need money.
Turning business ﬁnancial success into long lasting personal wealth requires diﬀerent skills
and strategies than building business wealth. Transforming business ﬁnancial success into
enduring personal wealth is key to living a happy life all the way through and that
is why we exist.
Jarrod Musick
CEO

Entrepreneur Aligned delivers the specialized financial planning needed
by entrepreneurs who have significant equity value in their business, which
creates unique challenges.
We guide clients through planning and investing based on the idea that
consistent effort over time provides the best outcomes and that we need
to build solid near-term financial strategies that allow clients to be consistent
in their long term investment efforts.

YOUR ALIGNED JOURNEY

VALUE PROPOSITION

Entrepreneur Aligned oﬀers a personalized experience,
one that is holistically centered on you.

VISION

TRADITIONAL WEALTH MANAGEMENT HAS FAILED YOU,
THAT’S WHERE WE COME IN.

Clarify your core principles, the impact you want to
make on the world, and how you want to spend your
time. This work becomes our guiding light in the work
we are doing and evolves as we go.

We believe entrepreneurs are the engine to the world and when they
are operating from a seat of abundance, security, and clarity the
impact multiplier is unlike anything else. Good ﬁnancial planning
and wealth management empowers that seat. That’s our expertise!

PLAN
Think of this phase as your business plan. We curate
an initial executive summary, assessing and analyzing
your current position and dive into your key advising
relationships. From there, we strategize – setting
standards of what success means to you now and
where you’re looking to go.

You have unique needs and opportunities along your entire
journey, not only post liquidity events, and those needs have
been overlooked and underserved by traditional wealth
managers. We are the shift! We have aligned our success
with yours.
We center our planning around you and your business(es).
We are here to ensure the areas you pour your energy,
time, and passion into are serving you back!

LAUNCH

Tiﬀany Charles
Chief Growth Oﬃcer
ENTREPRENEUR [noun]:
An entrepreneur is an individual who
has the passion, innovation, and
courage to turn their vision into an
operating business.

ALIGNED [verb]:
put into correct or
appropriate relative positions

BRING YOUR INTENTIONS AND ASPIRATIONS TO LIFE
WHILE GIVING YOUR SUCCESS GREATER SIGNIFICANCE.

Next, we turn your plan into action. We start by solving
your greatest pain points and ideating your future
opportunities, then launch initial strategies in all the key
areas. We work hard to ensure that the time we ask
of you is centered on the next-best-step.

GROW
Here, our partnership bears the greatest fruit. For years
ahead, you’ll have a skilled team to actively monitor
and manage your goals and financial structure, lead
your personal board of advisors, and align the
compound interest of your business success with
enduring personal wealth. We’ll provide you with ideas
and recommendations so that your plan is living and
growing with you, and adapt when challenges or new
opportunities arise.
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Thriving,
but lonely and
at risk of burn-out

Successful,
but missing significance

PERSONAL
WEALTH

WHAT WE DO

PROSPERITY

WE HELP SOLVE BUSINESS WEALTH,
PERSONAL WEALTH AND ALIGN
YOUR WEALTH WITH WHAT MATTERS.
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ENTREPRENEUR
ALIGNED
YOUR SUCCESS
FEELS SATISFYING

PRESENT

TIME
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invested with people
and activities
that matter most
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PASSION

PURPOSE

CREATE
INTENTIONAL IMPACT
on the world
around you
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Fulﬁlled,
but missing security and
enduring personal wealth
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Secure,
but limited

BEING CAPTIVE TO YOUR CREATION
WAS NEVER THE GOAL
There is a beauty and a terror to complete freedom of decision making that those
who do not own businesses will never understand. But the lesson that we can take
away is that maintaining a wealth building machine over the long term has a massive
impact on ﬁnancial outcomes. It doesn’t have to be the same business or the same
strategy but moving consistently forward with an operating entrepreneurial venture
of some kind allows us to reap the rewards of compounding.
We can give ourselves permission to change tactics and strategies as we go.
As long as we remain consistent with who we are and focused on work that we ﬁnd
meaningful, the speciﬁc business or strategy inside that business is less important.

Megan Pecherek
Client Wealth Strategist

We teach entrepreneurs how to take their business
ﬁnancial success and turn it into a life of true wealth.

PERSONAL WEALTH

BUSINESS WEALTH

HAPPINESS

• What are your personal and family
principles?

• What are you trying to accomplish
with your business?

• What are you trying to accomplish
in the world and how do you want
to spend your time?

• Are you in the seat you envisioned?

Focusing on your own personal happiness
is not selfish. Your intentional attainment
of happiness allows you to profoundly
impact the world.

• Do you have the strategies and structure
to maximize the benefits your business
provides?

Happiness is about removing friction in
your life so that you can do what you have
always known you were meant to do.

• How much capital do you actually
need and when do you need it?
Clarity on what matters most to you and a
ﬁnancial roadmap to where you want to be.

• How do you harness the compounding
of your business?
Maximize the beneﬁt your equity
and business create for you.

YOUR EA PLANNING ROADMAP
Building and maintaining a wealthy life is about creating a structure that
creates monetary wealth when and how you want so that your time is
spent on meaningful things with people you love.

FOUNDATIONAL PLANNING AND ON-GOING REVIEW
(PERSONAL AND BUSINESS):

EVENT DRIVEN PLANNING AND RESOURCES
(PERSONAL AND BUSINESS):

This is where we get deeply connected, meet you where you are
and build integrated strategies to get you where you are going
in a simpler and more satisfying way.

These are pivotal moments and decisions in your life and business often
accompanied by emotion, timelines, trade-offs, and shifts in resources.
Having a team who is invested in you and how the outcomes serve
you brings a new level of permission (to say yes or no), confidence,
and informed decision making. We are stacked with the resources,
knowledge, and experience to help make these meaningful events
be meaningful to you.

We actively manage and monitor your goals and financial structure.

• Vision, Values, and Goals
• Cash flow and liquidity
• Tax strategies, structure, and planning
• Net worth statements
• Business valuation, equity, and partnership
• Leverage and Insurance
• Business continuity, estate, and wealth transfer planning
• Investment planning and performance review
• Gift, giving and impact planning
• Succession, exit, and no exit planning

• Mergers and acquisitions
• Business exits
• Partnership or equity changes
• Raise capital
• Real estate transactions
• Alternative investments
• Retirement
• Health changes
• Family changes: marriage, children, divorce, death

WHAT IS IT LIKE WORKING WITH

ENTREPRENEUR ALIGNED?
CLIENT-CENTRIC ADVICE
The advice you follow should be grounded with your best interest at the
forefront, and then supported by deep knowledge and experience.
Aligning our success with your success is the only way it should be.

WE’RE INVESTED IN YOU
We are focused on helping you experience a new level of
entrepreneurship and happiness: one where your business and financial
success translate into enduring personal wealth, and both your business
and personal wealth are resources that serve you in meaningful ways.

A BETTER WAY
We are done with “luck” and “DIY” being reasons entrepreneurs were
able to translate their business success to personal wealth. We are done
with the engines to our world feeling alone and captive to their creation.
We are done with the dissatisfaction rates associated with business exits.
We are done with your access to financial planning being tied to how
much you are willing to invest in the public market. There is a better way!
As Seneca said “Luck is where preparedness meets opportunity” and that
is what we are here to do for you.

WE WILL HELP YOU

Define a clear vision, plan and
path to satisfying success.

Turn business financial success
into enduring personal wealth.

Build and manage a personal
board of advisors.

Coordinate and delegate the
tasks and responsibilities that
accompany your financial life.

Strategies that are designed to
accelerate, optimize, and secure
wealth creation (equity, taxes, cash
flow, leverage, investments, etc...)

Make holistic and informed
decisions with big opportunities,
shifts and events that occur in
your life and in your business.

WE ARE GOOD THOUGHT PARTNERS
As entrepreneurs, we are constantly in a decision-making seat and bear
the risks (and rewards) of the decisions we make in ways most people
don’t understand. You did a lot right and that is why you are here!
You don’t have to do that on your own or with advisors that only have
a part of the picture. We have the experience, expertise, holistic oversight,
and non-emotional interest to help you make informed decisions. We are
here to challenge your thinking, ensure core value and vision alignment,
and to provide clarity on financial strategies so that big decisions are met
with clarity and confidence.

Connect with an entrepreneurial
community that embraces
high-performance happiness.

Recapture your greatest
resource: your time and
the freedom to enjoy it.

A LOOK INTO THE JOURNEY
OF BECOMING A CLIENT
It’s our goal that the time we share is always valuable to you and that
you are equipped to take your next best step (with us or not) with more
clarity, simplicity, and conﬁdence.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3*

STEP 4

GET TO KNOW AND EXPLORE

REALIZATION

INTENTION

TAKE ACTION & BECOME A CLIENT

INTRODUCTION CALL 30 MINUTE

1 HOUR MEETING

EMAILED PROPOSAL

KICK OFF MEETING DETAILING
YOUR 90 DAY ROADMAP

• Get to know you
and your business.

• Share what you want to
accomplish in the world and
what matters most to you.

• A written proposal much like a
business plan that outlines goals,
analysis, recommendations,
services, and fees.

• Go over any engagement
questions you may have.

• Identify and understand
what would improve your life,
business, and finances.

• Review personal and
business financials.

- Understand how we are
going to solve your greatest
pain points first.

• A full picture of how we will
work together so that you can
make a decision on engaging
us as your team.

• Identify short-term and
long-term opportunities
to move the needle.

• Get to know us and how
we can best serve you.

• Roadmap of service:

- Future opportunities are
identified with a priority plan.
- Launch initial strategies in all
the key areas (cash flow, tax,
estate, business planning,
etc...).

• Meet your Entrepreneur
Aligned team and learn how
we can best work together.

ROADMAP: WHEN PREPAREDNESS MEETS OPPORTUNITY!
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ENTREPRENEUR ALIGNED

WEALTH MANAGEMENT
WEALTH PHILOSOPHY AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Building the life you want as an entrepreneur is about creating a game
that you want to continue playing. A game that creates a happier,
healthier version of yourself. The person who shows and gives their best
to the world around you. The partner, parent, friend, and creator who
shows up every day for those you care about.

Having laws, rules and guidelines gives us direction. When decision
points come up they help us decide. They give us shortcuts to make
the right choice and make it more quickly. They also keep us from
talking ourselves into things that we don’t actually want to do and
keep us away from becoming people that we do not wish to become.

EA’S FOUR LAWS OF ENTREPRENEUR WEALTH
HELP YOU SET UP YOUR LIFE TO BE THAT PERSON.

EA’S CORE PRINCIPLES OF INVESTING

Law Number One
Happiness is the only goal – it looks different for everyone
but beyond a point, financial success is not a goal but
a byproduct of doing things that make you happier.

• Be Strategic Never go bust, and always stay in the game.
• Be Clear Stay focused on the investment strategy game.
• Be Disciplined Greed and fear based transactions are seldom profitable.

Law Number Two
Direction over destination – principles to guide you in
the right direction as your destinations change over time,
they are waypoints on a journey.
Law Number Three
Compounding wealth through business – as an entrepreneur,
we support you in the goal of building long-term wealth by
keeping your entrepreneurial venture and letting it compound,
while also building wealth outside the venture.
Law Number Four
Business wealth is not personal wealth – don’t allow a single
point of failure to exist. Build a wealth machine.

• Be Adaptable Manage your liquidity needs and adapt as they change.
• Be Intentional If you are paying a premium for a strategy,
we believe it needs to carry an information or access advantage.
• Be Objective Believe investing decisions should be based on
objective data, not subjective emotion or ‘gut feelings’.
Decisions based on emotion tend to lead to negative outcomes.
• Be Agile Financial markets are constantly evolving,
so we are ready to adjust to changes in opportunities.
• Be A Force For Good Believe in investing in the right things
and look for positive ways to help you with your investing.

PERSONAL BOARD OF ADVISORS
M+A
Attorney

Business
Brokers

EVENT ADVISORS

Investment
Bankers

Accountants
+ Tax Advisors

Business
CFO
Valuation

COR

M+A
Accounting

E ADVISORS

Legal

(Corporate, Estate, IP)

Lending Banks

Optimal & Effective
Implementation

Real Estate
Quality
Assurance

Asset
Managers

(Alternatives +
Public Marker)

Productive
Management

Coordination

UE DRIVERS
VA L
YOUR
ENTREPRENEUR ALIGNED
TEAM

YOU

Your personal board of advisors is just as important as your business board!
Members of your personal advisory board focus on certain aspects of your
planning and use their expertise in ways to deliver perspective, growth and
protection you wouldn’t otherwise have. There is massive value and fewer
failure points when you have them working collaboratively to deliver the
advice and outcomes desired.

Leverage

Holistic
Review

Protection

(Insurance +
Risk Mitigation)

Your
Time Back

Accountability

Your EA team leads the way in coordinating the work and advisors
to help make sure you are getting the most out of the experts hired
to serve you.
We love working with the advisors you have grown with and trust.
We can also help add advisors to your bench. We recognize that our
recommendations are an extension of us, so we have spent years
vetting and diving deep with key professionals to make sure there
is alignment in the level of service and expertise they provide.

PRICING
SIMPLE AND TRANSPARENT PRICING

At Entrepreneur Aligned, we understand that profit is a core
measurement of success, and that we must deliver value
that far exceeds cost in order to continually earn your business.
Earning your trust and long-term collaboration is the
ultimate reward.
We accomplish it by keeping your interests first in the advice
we provide and the fees we receive. Our compensation
doesn’t change based on how your portfolio is allocated
and we aren’t compensated by anyone other than you
because we are here to serve you!
For more information on our fees, please see our ADV
(link through website).

COMPENSATION PHILOSOPHY

COMPENSATION STRUCTURE*
A flat quarterly fee based on a range of a client’s net worth.

• Deliver massive value for entrepreneurs with complex ﬁnancial lives.
• Strive to eliminate economic conflict of interest.

Net Worth

Quarterly Fee

• Charge transparent fees based on the value we provide.

$0 - $10M

$5,000

• Net worth is a quality indicator of ﬁnancial complexity.

$10 - $15M

$6,250

$15 - $20M

$7,500

$20 - $25M

$8,750

$25 - $30M

$10,000

Above $30M

Negotiable

• A flat fee based on complexity best aligns our interest with yours.
• Simple and easy to understand fees are the best.

CONTACT US

Megan Pecherek
Client Wealth Strategist

Tiﬀany Charles
Chief Growth Oﬃcer

Jarrod Musick
CEO / President / Client Wealth Strategist

Email: megan.pecherek@destinycapital.com
Phone: 720.715.8258

Email: tiffany.charles@destinycapital.com
Phone: 720.715.7889

Email: jarrod.musick@destinycapital.com
Phone: 720.715.8260

BIO

BIO

BIO

My passion: I am passionate about
helping people realize their freedoms.

My passion: Helping entrepreneurs live
their highest vision because when they
operate from this seat the impact
multiplier is unlike anything else.

My passion: To enable entrepreneurs
to live their best lives

My role: Collaborate with you to develop
your ﬁnancial road map and help you
bring your vision to life. I am your thought
partner for all things related to your
ﬁnancial world.

My role: Growing and expanding
opportunities to deliver an unparalleled
experience for our clients and team.

My experience: 5 years

My experience: 10 years

My hobbies: Going on adventures with my
husband, gardening at my neighborhood
community garden, and visiting our family
and friends.

My hobbies:
Playing with my 3 kiddos, laughing with
my hubby, and traveling (especially back
to my hometown, Vancouver, B.C.).

My role: Making sure our ﬁrm and our
team are creating a positive impact
for our clients and our world.
My experience:
10 years
My hobbies: Being outdoors: running,
fly ﬁshing and adventuring.

Entrepreneur Aligned
13922 Denver W Pkwy #150 · Golden, CO 80401 · 303.277.9977 · www.entrepreneuraligned.com
Securities Offered through Destiny Capital Securities Corporation, member FINRA / SIPC · Entrepreneur Aligned DBA Destiny Capital
*Additional information on our fees and services is available in our ADV Part 2 and in our Customer Relationship Summary (Form CRS).
These documents are available at www.entrepreneuraligned.com or by calling 720-715-7570.

IF YOU’RE READY TO TURN YOUR BUSINESS FINANCIAL SUCCESS
INTO ENDURING PERSONAL WEALTH AND WANT TO SEE IF
WE ARE THE RIGHT TEAM TO HELP YOU PROPEL YOUR SUCCESS,
PLEASE SCHEDULE YOUR COMPLIMENTARY INTRO CALL TODAY!

YOUR GET-TO-KNOW-YOU CALL INCLUDES:
• A conversation about your goals
and what made you reach out EA.

• Background about EA, why we exist,
and how we can best serve you.

• A quick assessment of your current business
life and financial picture.

• A few ideas and action steps you can take
to move towards your goals.

WE CAN HELP WITH QUESTIONS SUCH AS:
• Should I take capital out of the business
or leave it inside and reinvest?

• How should I pull income from
my business? How much?

• How do I make sure my family is okay
if something happens to me?

• Do I take this merger offer or continue
on independently?

• What are my wealth creation KPIs?

• Am I using the right financial resources?

• How do I lock in my success?

• How do I best plan around
my variable compensation?

• How do I harness the compounding
of my business?
• How do I change the codependency
of my time and financial success?

• How do I structure partnerships?
When do I open equity opportunities
to others? Why would I?

• How do I improve my tax planning?
I need more than tax compliance.

• What is the value of my company?
How should I use valuation in my planning?

• How much money should I keep in
the company? What should I pull out?

• How do I fund my next milestone?

• How do I build my personal board
of advisors (wealth, tax, legal)?
• What are ways to build my wealth
in and out of the business?
• Is this “investment” a good decision?

• What are my exit options?
• How do I take meaningful steps
towards the seat I want to be in?
• How do I get more time with the people
that matter most to me?

• How do I never retire?
• How do I grow with my business?
• How do I gain awareness on financial
strategies that my entrepreneur peers
seem to have?
• How do I become less captive
to the business?
• What are the best ways to do due
diligence and cash flow other ventures
I am interested in?

